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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION I

Report No. 50-354/84-24 Docket 50-354 License CPPR-120

Licensee: Public Service Electric and Gas Company

Facility: Hope Creek Generatina Station

Inspection At: Hancock's Bridge, New Jersey

Conducted: November 5-December 16, 1984

Inspector: [ M / *

Date/C ff. Bggh, Senior Resident Inspector

lf]kT& s

0" "k H. Bateman, Senior Resident Inspector

..GAV24x nb)?v
-f".e S. K. Cha dhafy, Senior Resident Inspector Date

/!JkfM/[#"Approved: t f

. Strosnider, Chief, Project Section 1C Date

Summary:
,

November 5 - December 16, 1984 (Report No. 50-354/84-24): Routine onsite resident inspec-
tion (110 hours) of work in progress and preoperational testing programs were conducted.
The inspector also made tours of the site,' reviewed licensee action on previous
inspection findings, evaluated _ preventive maintenance programs and reviewed
turnover.

.No violat:ons were identified. An unresolved item was identified regarding
independence of verification of equipment restoration from preoperational
testing; the applicant has initiated changes to address the concern.
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DETAILS

!
1. Persons Contacted

Public Serv' ice Electric and Gas Company (PSE&G)

A. Barnabei, Principal QA Engineer
J. Cicconi, Startup Manager

*G. C. Conner, Operations Manager
*R. Donges, QA Engineer
J. Fisher, QC Startup Engineer

.

.

*A. E. Giardino, Manager, QA Engineering and Construction-
*R. Griffith,' Principal . Staff QA Engineer -
Peter J. Kudless,' Maintenance Manager

*S. LaBruna, Assistant General' Manager
J. R. Lovell, Radiation Protection Engineer

*M. Metcalf, Principal Startup.,QA Engineer
W. E. Mokoid, Senior Maintenance' Planning Supervisor
J. A..Nichols, Technical Engineer

~

'

K. Petroff,'Startup Engineer
T. K.. Ram, QC Enginee'r

. _ .,.
--

*J. M. Rucki, Maintenance Engineer <
R. S. Salvesen, General' Manager, Hope Creek Operations
J. Stefanache,-> Senior Startup ' Engineer

,
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Bechtel-Construction,IInc. (Bechtel):

*N. Griffin.droject field Engineer-
T. Indico,-' Principal .Startup Engineer - Testing
C. Jaffse, Startup Engineer

.

-

*G. Moulton,' Project QA Engineer /.
*J. Serafin, Assistant Project Field Engineer
R. Webster, Startup Direction

,

~ g f

*Present At Exit Meeting
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2.- Licensee Action on Previous Inspection Findings

2.1 (Closed) Unresolved Item (354/82-09-01): . Minimum edge distance for in-
;-stallation of expansion anchor bolts (EAB's) adjacent to embeded items.
NRC Inspection Reports-82-16 and 83-10 addressed this item and con-
cluded it would remain open pending evaluation of installed.EAB's_that.
''did not meet the criteria established'to address this item. The appli-
cant performed a room by room inspection of all EAB . installations to
generate NCR's 2289 and 3411 which listed all EAB's in violation of
minimum edge distance criteria. The disposition of this NCR was to
accept some as-is and to rework others. All rework activity is com-
plete. Based on_the establishment of edge distance criteria and com-
pleted project engineering evaluation of those EAB's improperly in-
stalled prior to the existence of t|.is criteria, this item is closed.

2.2 (Closed) Unresolved Item (354/83-08-03): Incomplete seal welding of
threaded connections of RHR heat exchanger service water side relief1

valves. All of the relief valves' inlet piping on both the service
.

water-and RHR sides of the RHR heat exchangers was inspected ' Bechtel QC, and in-
complete seat welds were repaired.

2.3 (Closed) Unresolved Item (354/83-09-04): Effects of Control Room

Console shimming on seismic analysis.between the as-built drawing
In NRC Inspection Report 84-05,

it was stated that two discrepancies
submitted to Bailey Controls Co. for seismic analysis and the actual
as'-built condition were identified. Subsequent to identification of
these discrepancies, Bailey drawings E48415050 and D4841969B were
issued to reflect the true as-built condition. - Additionally, an
engineering analysis was performed to demonstrate that these dis-
crepancies did not affect the seismic analysis. The inspector
reviewed this corrective action and had no further questions.

2.4 (Closed)InspectorFollowupItem(354/83-12-01): Weaknesses in the
applicant's system for tracking the closure status of NRC issued
Bulletins and Circulars. The applicant formed a Response Coordina-
tion Team (RCT)~~ consisting of a chairman and membars from all
appropriate departments within PSE&G. The purpose of the RCT is to
centralize responsibilitytand to ensure all departments aff *.a by

- the NRC document have input.into- the closure process. The ...spector
has performed two Bulletin and Circular reviews since establishment
of.the'RCT and has noted a major' improvement in the tracking of NRC
issued documents. 'The inspector had no further questions and con-
siders this item closed., .
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U 2.5 (Closed) Inspector Followupiltem (354/83-14-09): Commitment to have
fan as-built ~ drawing program in place. by 2/1/84. The inspector de-
termined that'Bechtel.SpecificationTG-017, Rev. 0, General Project

' ,

. Requirements' for As-Built Drawing' Program, was issued 12/2/83. This>

was-riearly)two months priorAo the connitment date. This item is
'

clo' sed.1 y g 7< -
,

.
,

2.6 ':(Clos'ed)/ Inspector Followup ' Item'(354/83-14-11): Complexity of Bechteli-
F ' rac'eway support drawing!E-1406 3 This drawing is-a " cookbook" type
' - adrawing'that Fequires training of individuals prior to effective use

of= the drawin' . Bechtel madd. efforts to simplify the drawing byg
moving all> raceway support " Notes";to one section and making-changes '

,

,

F 'where: appropriate to achieve. consistent cross-referencing. Additionally,
' Bechtel-fieldf engineering,and. project engineering reviewed the draw-
ing and made clarifications where various interpretationsLexisted,-
training classes were. held withiraceway engineers, and civil field
engineering was niade' responsible for electrical raceway supports.<

: These actions did not result'in much simplification of E-1406, but
i appear to have been effective in avoiding additional raceway support
i: problems. This~ item is closed.
! 2.7 (Closed) Inspector Follow-up Item (354/83-14-12): Procedure Qualification

Record (PQR) 656 did not meet the intent of ASME Section IX QW200.2(C).
---

'

The post weld heat treatment (PWHT) temperature discrepancy was determined '

not to be applicable to any work done at the offsite fab shop which was;

i the only location where flux cared arc weld (FCAW) was used. This deter-
! mination was based on the fact that the ASME III Code did not require

|PWHT on any of the pieces welded. The offsite fab shop has since been '

shut down. This item is closed.
t _

2.8 (Closed)UnresolvedItem(354/83-16-02): Limits on conduit clamp,

^

bolt bending. In NRC Inspection Report 84-05, it was stated:this--
item would remain open pending NRC review of. test results that con-
firmed any amount of bending of the cond_uit clamp bol.ts is acceptable,.

[ providing' the' bolts do not break. The test results were reviewed
and compared with the maximum allowable transverse loading for conduits
.by the inspector and found to be sufficiently conservative. This item is closed.

4

2.9 (Closed)-Unresolved Item (354/83-16-03): . Gap requirements when using4

washers with conduit clamps. 'In NRC Inspection Report 84-05, it was
stated this item would remain open pending NRC review of revised draw-j '

; .ings that clarified the use of washers when installing conduit clamps.
The inspector reviewed Bechtel~ drawing.E-1406-0 Sheet 3.24.612.1,'

Rev. '6 and verified that any reference to the use of washers was
deleted. It was ' determined that it was not necessary to control;

*

, clamping action by the use of washers. This item.is closed.-
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~ 2.10 (Closed) Unresolved Item-(354/84-01-04): -Lack of prioritization of.

punchlisted maintenace items that are time-sensitive. 'Bechtel estab -.

lished'aisystem whereby field engineering performs'a daily review of
mechanical QC's maintenance punchlists-and identifies those items-
considered time-sensitive.on a Discrepant Storage Condition (DSC). form.
Action is required to be-taken on all-DSC's within 48 hours. The

! inspector. reviewed a . sample of open and closed DSC's and determined
the system was effectively implemented. In addition, on November 6,
1984, a memo was issued by field engineering that stated the entire
powerblock was to be considered .a ' Level B stroage area, i.e.,-inside
heated storage.. This resulted in no longer' requiring heat for equip-
ment ~ located in the powerblock. There were, however, several exceptions
listed. This item is closed.

- 2.11 -(Closed) Noncompliance (354/84-05): . Failure to issue a rework; hanger
card prior to reworking a conduit support. ~ Field engineering and QC
investigated this problem and determined that the conduit support in-
question had been mistaken for a nearby conduit: support. As a result
the| subject support was partially disassembled by craft. personnel'
before they realized the mistake. The mistaken support was reassembled
by the craft but QC was never notified of its'-disassembly. An in-

-spection of the subject support was performed and documented and
additional training of personnel'was performed. 'No'other. incidents of
this type have been subsequently identified. This item is closed.

2.12 (Closed) Noncompliance -(354/84-12-01): Lack of control of action items
against approved preoperational test procedures (PTP's). Startup
Administrative Procedure (SAP) No. 14 was revised to assign the PORC
chairman the responsiblity for controlling'and tracking the status of
action ~ items. The' action item tracking system was formally, established

,

j in the minutes for PORC meeting number 26. In general, the procedure-
requires that a PTP will not be signed by the PORC chairman until all1- '

! action items are completed and that each action item will be reviewed
i at a subsequsnt PORC meeting and closure approved by-the attending

members. This item is closed.
~

,

;-

| '2.13 .(Closed) Noncompliance (354/84-12-02):- Failure of Startup Manager to
'

; jassure the presence,0f'PTP authors at the PORC review meetings. SAP
F . No bl4 wasirevised'to assign'the Startup Manager the responsibility to
b ',. assure that a' technically cognizant substitute is in attendance when
l' / a PTP Ladthor is not available. The inspector reviewed PORC meeting-
! ~ minutes subsequent to.thjs* finding ~and determined that the commitment

'is being, met e %O.vy
'
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.14' ; (Closed) Noncompliance '(354'/84-12-03):- Failure of PORC to execute pro-'' 4

Tcedural requirements for PTP approval. The requirement for ' written
approval of.each PTP by;all responsibleLparties prior to submission for-
PORC review was re-emphasized at the~ September 5,:1984 PORC meetin

;PORC has instituted a practice whereby PTP's will:not be; reviewed!g.''

until all required. approval signatures have1been made. The inspector
reviewed a sample:of. recently approved PTP_'s and determined this"

: practice has been . implemented;- - -

3. Preoperational Testing Program:
.

' ' 3.1, Program Management and Information-

The inspector attended several Plan-of-the-Day meetings to assess
project communications and to determine program status. Those
meetings are conducted daily.by the Principal Startup Engineer-Testing..
The. meetings appeared to' serve the intended purpose.

3.2 System Turnover, Jurisdiction, and Temporary Modification Control
.

The inspector reviewed the following procedures governing system
turnover and jurisdiction to verify the existence of clearly defined
administrative controls. '

SAP-5, Revision 5, 11/13/84, Facility,~ Component / System--

Turnover and Jurisdictional Tagging;.

-- SA_P-18, Revision. 1, 6/15/84, Temporary Modification Control;
and

Bechtel Procedure SWP/P-134 Revision 1, 4/2/84,' Component /--

System Turnover to'PSE&G.
'

The inspector selected at random and reviewed one completed system
turnover package,~PK'A' 125-VDC Class 1E Power Supply,; turned over
from Bechtel to Public Service Startup Group (PSSUG) on March 30;
1984. The inspector also toured the plant' areas containing Class IE 125 and.
250-VDC- batteries,. charger's, and ' associated equipment -to check for

,,~' jurisdictional tagging.and' equipment conditions. -The inspector re-
.

p .

. viewed the temporary modification : log entries for'the following.sys -
'

J~ *tems:? -

,

y ; - ( ' ,q '

-
,

.-.! 4160.VACClass/IE(System.CodePB), ,

; .. a.; y ,
,

- Y480 VAC ilass iE SEbstation Power (PG),'~ "^

' - .-f_.r ; e,
.

,. q.

D ' [- 4125,VDC ClasLIEi(G yedPK)',.and7L*% \,; | d Q !.-,=,
- "

',
' 120~VACClass.1E"(PN)'./g-

dD'J . k|
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No. dis'crepancies of safety significance were noted. However, several
, - oversights.of an administrative nature were identified, as listed

below:
~

!
~

,.

- ,.

(1). The PK'A' turnover: pac _kage did not include the turnover
.

package coments' sheets. The applicant later located these;

/ sheets,and provided a; copy to the' inspector.,

- (2)' Some jurisdictional 'ta'gs in DC distribution panels were not
r

' ~ fully filled out in that they did not list system and turn-
,

.over codes. .The inspector. reviewed this item and determined
j that the quality-related' function of the tags, i.e., clear

identification of turnover status to preclude unauthorized. .
work on the equipment, was not affected by the incomplete -~

infgrmat, ion.
-

(3) Some temporary modification log entries lacked certain
amplifying information,~ such as " purpose"'(one example)
and " reference drawing" -(numerous examples).

The details 'of' these discrepancies were provided verbally to Startup
QA for resolution. The inspector stated that, even though these items
are not of safety significance, they do indicate lack of attention to
detail. Routine resident inspection during the preoperational phase
will evaluate attention to detail in various startup activities.

3.3 Preoperational Test Procedure (PTP) Review

The inspector reviewed PTP EE-1, Revision 0, July 16, 1984, Torus
Water Cleanup System, to verify that the test meets FSAR commitments.
The inspector noted that acceptance criteria for containment isolation
valves closure times did not agree with FSAR Table 6.2-16. The author
of the procedure pointed out that the procedure was written to, and
agreed with, FSAR Amendment 5. The valve closure time specifications
were changed in Amendment 6. Procedure prerequisite 3.1 reqaires
the Test Engineer to review revisions of all reference documents to
identify necessary changes to procedures--the revised closure times,
therefore, should be identified at that time. This part of the process
will be verified in a future inspection. The inspector verified that
other acceptance criteria agreed with the FSAR and that instrument set-
points agreed with the set, paint list.
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The following additional PTPs were reviewed pursuant to the Startup.
-Administrative Procedures to verify proper review and approval, proper
format, and that quantitative acceptance criteria agreed with the

,

FSAR:

SG-1, Seismic Monitors,--

- PB-1, 4160V Class IE Power;

-- -EC-1, Fuel Pool Cooling and Clean-up; and

BG-1, Reactor Water Cleanup and Filter /Demineralizers,--

i

No unacceptable conditions were identified.

3.4 Test Restoration
,

During review of test procedures, the inspector noted that there was
no QC involvement in post-test restoration of equipment to design
configurations. The applicant stated that the Startup Test Engineers
are all qualified to QC Level II and are independent verifiers of
restoration done by a technician. The inspector disagreed that the
Startup Engineer is independent, since he coordinates, and is respon-
sible for completion of the test. Therefore, the inspector stated>

thatthisitemisunresolved(84-24-01)andexpressedconcernthat
this situation could increase the potential for equipment degradation,
such as improperly re-sealing of environmentally qualified junction
boxes,'during the-preoperational phase. The applicant acknowledged
this concern, and began re-evaluating his position, and said that
this matter would be resolved before he signed off completion (i.e.,
"Results Review") for any safety related preoperational tests. 'During
test PB-1, 4160VAC Class 1E Power, performed December 15-16, the
applicant added mandatory QC witness points for the restoration steps.

4. Preventive and Corrective Maintenance Program

The inspectors reviewed procedures, held discussions with responsible licensee'
; engineers, and sampled some maintenance schedules arid requests to determine the
i adequacy and effectiveness of,the program. Special inspection emphasis was

placed'on the interface control:between construction and preoperational phase,
; and the jurisdictional transfer of maintenance responsibility from construction

to the licensee's preoperational/Startup organization. The inspectors re-
viewed the following1 documents:

,, -

' ',.-

- Hope Creek Generating, Station Procedure SA-AP.ZZ-009(Q): " Control
Of Stat. ion Maintenance,".Rev.~0'

'

c1
, ,, - .

2

' , ,

HCGS Proce'dur'e S'A-AP.ZZ-010'(Q): " Station Preventive Maintenance---

*' Program," Rev. 0.*
'

..

,
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---!HCGS Procedure SA-AP.ZZ-020(Q): "Nonconformance Program," Rev. 0' - , '

.

-- HCGS ProcedureLSA-AP.ZZ-031(Q): " Station Housekeeping Program,"
*

Revt 0 ''

HCGS,Mainte'nanceDepartmentProcedure,MD-AP.ZZ-009(Q), Draft.'
--

HCGS, Maintenance Department Procedure, MD-AP.ZZ-010(Q), Draft.,- -:
,-

During.the review of. computer. tracking system of'the preventive maintenance, -

3 program for construction-phase,-the inspectors noticed that there_ appeared,

a backlog of approximately four. thousand. action items. ..Such a large main-
tenance backlog appeated excessive. However on further investigation.the
. inspector determined that the. apparently excessive ~ backlog was more due to

- the computer systemsiinability to respond to continual change in data ~ base.
and time lag in the ~ return of " maintenance ' action cards'? (MAC) from preop /
-startup to' construction for the turned-over systems. Furthermove, the:
' licensee had also observed the cumbersome nature of the computer tracking.
system,/and was:in the process of. revising and upgrading the system to
be moreirespo~nsive}to the continual /. change in data, and also to be more
versatile -in?itsf jsort'' capabilities ( A better ' sort'' capability,in the
tracking system would broaden .theluse of the system in the early identifica-
tion'of,any developing, trend'and discreet analysis of tany' problem area so
identified.f65 ,, T 1 1 %;~ ;

In c'a'se of|s h s/ components t'u neb-over".to the licensee's preoperational/
startup.organizatiori,: the ilicenseelhas; assumed the responsibilities for
preventive.and/or corrective maintenance program for those items.. The li-
censee's program 11ntthis'areatis'somewhat different than the program.im-
plemented by the3 constructor. 'ThE differences are more ~due to the different.
objectives 1and~ organization'l= structure than technical. .The licensee'sa

treventive maintenance program'is more'or'less. based on the permanent plant
maintenance program objectives ratherfthan constructors' program objective
of protection from. damage, . manufacturer's warranty requirements, and, gen-
erally maintaining equipment and systems in 'as-built' condition.for turn-
over. Therefore, after the system / equipment is turned-over to the = licensee,
the preventive maintenance (PM) requirements of items are reviewed by the-
licensee to assess its' applicability and are often modified to suit the're-~

quirements of plant operability. Although the program in this area has'not
been fully developed:and implemented, it appears that this approach is~ sat-
isfactory at this' time, and will evolve into a ' satisfactory operating plant
PM program.

~

. During this' review the inspectors, however, observed' that allarge ' portion
of visual-inspections of installed systems and equipment had been eliminated.

.
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. 'In response to inspectors' questions, l'he licensee stated that' the eliminated
~

m

!' visual inspections were largely carried-out by the constructors for inven-
tory and damage control, and was not necessary for plant operations and/or
equipment reliability. The inspectors, however, pointed out that although'
this reasoning was valid for systems / equipment in full control of the li-

~

censee, it'was not true for those system and/or equipments turned-over to
licensee, but located where construction activities were still contin-
uing in the ' vicinity and access was not controlled. In spite of the jur-

,

isdictional/ ownership. transfer,.the construction environment, access con-
.

trol, and housekeeping practices had not' changed to negate inventory / damage
control inspections. After evaluating the inspectors comments, the licensee
has instituted a program of visual inspections of turned-over equipment /
systems, and is in.the process of formalizing this practice by revising PM/
Housekeeping procedures.

No violations were identified.

5. Operations Organization

Tile inspector received a series of briefings from the applicant regarding
his operations organization, including experience of key personnel. Manage-'

ment and supervisory positions have been filled by experienced personnel from
both the applicant's Salem plant and elsehwere in industry, giving a broad
experience base and perspective. The ' inspector stated that projected worker

i staffing appears somehwat low in certain disciplines, such as I&C technicians
; and radiation protection technicians. The applicant stated that staffing

levels are being reviewed based on updated workload predictions. The in-
spector. also asked about the apparent lack of a dedicated '! test engineering"
group and a modification coordinator. The applicant stated that traditional
test engineering functions are divided among the I&C group, the Operations,

'

an on-site Engineering Department group dedicated to Hope Creek engineering,

support. Modification coordination is being studied as part of a Salem
action plan by a corporate configuration control study group; thus, the
Hope Creek operations phase modification coordination function is yet to be
developed. '

,

Staffing and personnel qualifications in the various functional areas will
-

be inspected in more detail as part>of the preoperational phase inspection
program. --

- ,s
,

Within the_ scope of this review, no violations were identified.
, y 4

, ,

6. Exit Interview ,' 7;
; 9 .:

The inspector' met-with -licensee'and contractor personnel periodically and
attheendof:theinspectionLrepo'rtleriodtosummarizethescopeandfindings
of his inspection'acti~ ities.C "/v
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